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Abstract
Characteristics and properties of exotic exciton systems (EXS) are often different and have too many opportunities for
applications. Here we investigate one of the properties of dark exotic exciton system in the semiconductors. Interactions in
semiconductors should be defined in relativistic and quantum limits. Thus, based on relativistic effects, we should describe all
physical parameters like mass, binding energy, spin-orbital interactions etc. In this paper, we studied dark exciton. Based on the
investigation of asymptotic behavior of the loop function for the charged scalar particles in the external gauge field, and have been
able to obtain the mass spectrum of bound state and the constituent mass of dark exciton system. It shows that the mass of
particles is different in bound and free states. We have found out that determining the mass of the bound state systems requires;
first of all, determine the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian with Coulomb potential and then calculating the mass and binding
energy of dark exciton which we could be achieved. This method can be applied to calculate necessary parameters for exotic
systems. Therefore, the presented equations are the appropriate method for investigating all bounding system in which we can
analyze changes in energy and mass spectrum using intended potentials. Therefore, dark exciton binding energy is investigated
by considering quantum filed theories. The results are compared in ground states and excited states that are very important in
modern nanostructures like quantum dots, quantum wells and modern part of theoretical spintronics subjects.
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1. Introduction
In semiconductor quantum dots which are smaller than the
bulk exciton Bohr radius, the energy spectrum of electronhole pairs can be approximated using the independent
quantization of the electron and hole motion. In the case of
quantum dots this leads to the condition of bounding states.
Recently, the wide exotic systems in semiconductors have
attracted much attention due to their potential applications
in spintronics ultra quantum technology and devices.
Nowadays these exotic systems named after exciton, dark
exciton, bright exciton, light exciton, exciton-polariton, etc.
Among them, dark exciton for different optoelectronic
characteristics and applications has been proposed as new
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wide exotic system in semiconductors theories. Dark EXS
structure because of optical effects and spins interaction has
several advantages compared to light EXS [1]. The results
suggest that an understanding of the role of relativistic
corrections in EXSs is very important and interesting in
order to give us to investigate the new quanto-optical
properties. There have been several theoretical studies on
EXS binding energy in semiconductors. We investigated the
relativistic effects on the exciton binding energies of the
heavy exciton bound system. We found that, due to the
quantum effects, the binding energies of EXS in
semiconductors dependent on some of the quanto-
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relativistic parameters that are described by electromagnetic
field theory and the form of potential interaction. On the
other hand, many fundamental excitonic effects can very
well understand by using QFT [2, 3], because QFT theories
based on QM and they are in the high development stage
[2-4]. In this article, we described the EXS binding energies
of the ground and excited states and proposed one of the
versions of calculation of the mass spectrum and binding
energy of EXS in the framework of the basis investigation
of the asymptotically behavior of the loop function of
charged scalar’s particles in the external electromagnet
field. Theoretically and analytically are determined
explorations of these states through relativistic corrections.
It shows that, the mass and binding energy of dark EXS
based on relativistic correction and solving method of
Schrödinger equation, increases with increasing constant of
interactions in different energy levels. Actually, we will
determine the reduced mass and the constituent mass inside
the bound states system of exotic dark exciton. In this letter,
the physical parameters for EXS with the electron effective
mass for a series of (In, Ga)As/GaAs single quantum well
are obtained by using QFT and QM models. The electron
effective mass in the InxGayAs|GaAs increase in the range
of0.049±0.007me to 0.11±0.015me, so our calculation based
on 0.049±0.007me ,the heavy hole effective mass
0.457±0.043me
and
the
electron
mass
me=0.510998910MeV.

2. Theoretical Model
In the EXSs, the free electron and hole states interact through
the screened Coulomb interaction to form. For small exotic
conjugated particles, the exciton binding energy can be
calculated treating exciton as bounding states that have
interacted by a simple spherical-symmetric Coulomb
potential
( )=

′/(4

)

where ε, ε0 are the dielectric constant and r is the equivalent
radius of the exciton system. Determinations of quantorelativistic characteristics of EXS are important for
understanding electron-hole transport levels and spins
interactions that effect on the binding energy and mass
spectrum in EXS. These effects give rise to define the total
Hamiltonian interactions in EXS that is necessary to
calculate the binding energy and mass spectrum of EXS. In
order to define corrections for physical parameters in EXS
we used systematically the theoretical theories, so that
definition can be done for any new exotic systems in
semiconductors. Though the model overlooks the EXS in
semiconductors likes the bound state system with two
charged particles and electrostatics interactions. In

particular this model is suitable for developing all exotic
bounding systems with contain two particles, particlesemiparticle and for hadronic atoms in particle physics. We
would like to point out here that, these calculated
parameters shown correlation with experimentally
determined energy levels by other methods. The method
based on many-body characteristic in QFT and QED
representation that describe relativistic and nonrelativistic
characteristics of bounding systems, and this model require
to solve the Schrödinger equation with QFT, QED and QM
methods in the interaction between charged particles that
have bounding connections [5-8]. The characteristics of
EXS present by the asymptotic behavior of the polarization
loop function for a charged particles in the external field:
Π( x − y) =< Gme ( x, y | Aα )G*m h ( x, y | Aα ) > Aα

(1)

As we can describe the loop function effect in interaction, so
the mass and the energy spectrum of EXS theoretically could
be determined. Therefore, in one need to find the Green’s
function for this field [5-7] by averaging over the field as
follow
[(i

∂
g
+
Aα ( x ))2 +
∂xα cℏ

c2
ℏ2

m 2 ] × G ( x, y | Aα ) = δ ( x − y ) (2)

and consider only the lowest order or only the two-point
Gauss correlator. The result will be shown in the functional
integral that likes to the Feynman path integral for the motion
of particles with different masses [8-12] i.e. the heavy hole
and an electron in dark exotic exciton systems:
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Thus, in the equation (3) the total interaction has been
presented by potential (Wii) and nonpotential (Wij)
interactions. Interaction of heavy hole and electron ( Wij ) is
described by the nonlocal functional by the last exponential
part of equation (3). In other words, nonpotential interactions
describe action and portion of particles mass in eigenenergy;
Wi ≠ j are potential interactions between particles [13, 14].
Using some mathematical modifications in the infinite limit
for solving equation (3), we can determine mechanism of
interactions and creation of bound state [15]. Thus the mass
of the bound state will defined as:
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M system = me2 − 2 µ 2
+µ

∂E ( µ )
∂µ

∂E ( µ )
∂µ

+ mh2 − 2 µ 2

∂E ( µ )
∂µ

(4)

+ E (µ )

parameters in the bound state systems, we shall determine the
eigenvalues of the total Hamiltonian with Coulomb potential.
For this aim we consider following Schrödinger equation:
HΨ = E( µ )−∇2 − 2αµℏ −2rΨ = 2µℏ −2E( µ )Ψ



where the parameter µ is determined from the equation:
1

µ

=
=

1

µe

+

1

µh
1

∂E ( µ )
me2 − 2 µ 2

+

∂µ

1
∂E ( µ )
mh2 − 2 µ 2
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where
E( µ ) = −

α2
2( ℓ + 1 )2

µ

(6)

The parameter µe , µ h is the constituent mass of particles in
relativistic Hamiltonian and it depend on the reduced mass µ

of the EXS bound state and the coupling constant, and
m e , m h are the electron and heavy hole masses in a free state.
As the bound hole and electron pair is confined to the
excitonic system. Evidences support that EXS behave
similarly like atomic system, therefore, the binding energy
can be written as atomic energy. Now let us to determine the
EXS binding energy of exotic system with masses m e , m h
[15-17] In this case for the binding energy or the bound state
energy from atomic and nuclear physics with this wellknown equation [18, 19]:
(7)

Ebin = M − mh − me

From equation (6) we can see that for finding the binding
energy equation and its relation to the other physical

(8)

From this equation we find the energy spectrum of Coulomb
potential for heavy EXS in the (In0.4 Ga0.6As|GaAs) where
the heavy hole effective mass is 0.457me and the electron
effective mass is 0.049me. During our calculations we
consider that the effective mass of heavy hole in the dark
exciton system is much more than the effective mass of
electron. So, analytically determination value base on the
heavy hole mass. Therefore, we obtained the theoretically
equation for binding energy, the mass spectrum and the
constituent mass of dark exotic exciton system that presented
in below equations [14-17]:

the EXS bound state, E( µ ) is the eigenvalue of the

Ebin = M − mnucl →
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Ebin = me 1 −

M EXS = me 1 −

z 2α 2

z 2α 2
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µ = µ1
=
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+ (mh + me )
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where α = 0.007 is the coupling constant of electromagnetic
interaction and ℓ is the orbital quantum number. The
calculation results are given in table 1 (at the end of article).
It is showing that the constituent mass will decrease with growth
of the coupling constant and dark exciton system could be
more stable with a good long lifetime values.

Table 1. Binding energy, mass spectrum, constituents ( mh ≅ ∞ → µ = µe ) and reduced mass of particle in the dark EXS.

ℓ

α

0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2

0.007
0.007
0.007
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.500
0.500
0.500

− E bin

M sys

µ

( MeV )

( MeV )

( MeV )

0.02503536
0.02503734
0.02503771
0.02503299
0.02503675
0.02503744
0.01408388
0.02200605
0.02366632

0.28357138
0.28359167
0.28359542
0.28354718
0.28358562
0.28359274
0.15618717
0.25161351
0.26937132

0.025038000035
0.025038000002
0.025038000000
0.025038000125
0.025038000008
0.025038000002
0.025859135206
0.025087046080
0.025047665316

3. Conclusion
Great efforts have been made to understand how bound state
arise in the formalism of quantum field theory and to work
out effective methods to determine the mass and
characteristics of these bound states, especially binding

µe

( MeV )

0.025038000035
0.025038000002
0.025038000000
0.025038000125
0.025038000008
0.025038000002
0.025859135206
0.025087046080
0.025047665316

energy. The analysis of a bound state is simplest when
constituent particles travel at speeds considerably less than
light. The coupling constant should be weak and masses of
intermediate particles should be small in comparison with
masses of constituents. New importance to the bound state
physics was given by the development of QCD, the modern
theory of strong interactions or electromagnetic interactions,
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which have constant of interactions near to strong
interactions. Now the technical achievements of experimental
studies make it possible to obtain the bounding systems with
constant of interaction that reach to the order of one, so that
electromagnetic interactions become strong and the
calculation of relativistic corrections becomes necessary. We
will consider this problem, according to the asymptotic
behavior of the loop function in the scalar electrodynamics
field and use the oscillator representation method. The OR
method based on the free field representation of Hamiltonian
for the system. The Russian theoretic Efimov G.V explicitly
formulated it in 1989. We show that normal and exotic bound
states systems parameters could describe by quantum
mechanical. In this article we study the dark exciton system
(heavy hole and electron) in the spherical-symmetric
potential (i.e. Coulomb), using quantum field theory and
quantum mechanics technics. Today’s, calculation and
analysis of the energy spectrum of the EXS in Coulomb
potential with relativistic correction are very interesting
subject in theoretical physics. This article contains a
theoretical definition on the EXS characteristics that
describes the Relativistic nature of interactions. Relativistic
nature of interactions directly effect on the mass of particles
and it is a good reason to study EXS system with exact data
and describe how relativistic state could effect on the energy
and mass spectrum in the EXS, and also how it is connected
with excited states and how mass will be reduces in these
states. The theoretically results for arising of the constituent
mass of the EXS is calculated by taking into account
relativistic corrections. The corrections on the energy and
mass spectrum EXS with orbital excitations are calculated by
taking into account relativistic corrections.
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